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Myths
“Now that he’s in middle school, it’s too late 
to teach him to read.”

“Everyone knows that kids with Ds are sight 
word readers.”

”You need a special reading program for kids 
with Ds.”

“She’s just word-calling. She doesn’t 
understand what she’s reading.”

“Really, don’t you think we should be 
focusing on functional skills at this point?”



Sometimes 

too late is 

just in time. 
― C.J. Carlyon



We Know What Works

Research 
based

Systematic

Multisensory

Individualized



Okay, so what’s the problem?



All the world’s a stage, and most of us are 
desperately unrehearsed. 

Sean O’Casey



Phonemic 
awareness

Phonics

Fluency

Vocabulary

Comprehension

Building Blocks of Literacy



Is it too late for 
phonemic awareness 

training?



Phonemic Awareness in 
Older Children 

• Very strong evidence of PA intervention 
for younger readers

• Not much research on PA intervention 
for older readers

Least dangerous assumption: it may help



Who’d like to practice?



Phonics
Knowing the relationship between

• phonemes—the sounds in spoken
language, and 

• graphemes—the letters that 
represent those sounds

and using this knowledge to decode or 
“sound out” words.  



Vocabulary

• Listening vocabulary -- the words a person knows 
when hearing them in oral speech. 

• Speaking vocabulary -- the words we use when 
we speak. 

• Reading vocabulary -- the words a person knows 
when seeing them in print.

• Writing vocabulary -- the words we use in writing. 



Fluency

The ability to read accurately, quickly, and 
with proper expression and 
comprehension. 

• Speed may not be the most important 
priority for very young readers



Comprehension
• Comprehension often lags behind decoding in 

students with Ds

• Research supports direct, systematic 
instruction of comprehension strategies

Handout: evidence-based methods of teaching 
comprehension skills



Text Level Decoding Comp. Performance

Grade 1 98% 100% Independent

Grade 2 98% 85% Instructional

Grade 3 96% 80% Instructional

Grade 4 89% 60% Frustration

Decoding vs. Comprehension
Age: 14   Grade: 8



o Weak auditory working memory

o Relative strength in tasks requiring 
“implicit” memory

o More difficulty with “explicit” memory

o Strong visual learners 

o Difficulty processing information presented 
orally 

o Motivated by social interaction.

Learning Profile



What does this 
mean for literacy 

development?



Auditory Working Memory

For example:

 Recalling the sound/symbol associations 
while blending sounds together to make 
words

 Making a ”picture in their head” of a story 
read or told to them



Memory

Implicit

Things you do every 
day without really 
thinking about them, 
such as singing a 
song or signing your 
name)

Explicit

Remembering facts, 
such as names of 
letters, telephone 
numbers or computer 
passwords)



Strong Visual Learners

• Difficulty remember rules of 
language 

• Sight word reading comes easier 
than phonics

• Difficulty with phonemic awareness 
activities



How long will this all take?

• Recent study (2014) of 140 students with ID 

– IQs =40-80 (moderate to borderline ID)

– Longitudinal, randomized control over 4 yrs.

– Systematic, direct, explicit instruction

– 45 min/5 days week in small groups

– All students made statistically significant growth

– 2-4 years to make 1 year of progress



Case Study: Henry
Intervention -4th grade on (pre-primer level)

Grade 6         Grade 7             Grade 8           Grade 9             Grade 10

-sight words grade 4
-decoding grade 4+ 
comprehension & 
vocab grade 3+

-fluency 63 
WCPM grade 3
-Comp  gr 2
-PAF level 179  
gr. 3+

-fluency 57 
WCPM grade 3
-PAF Level 130
-Comprehension 
gr 1-2

-fluency 55 
WCPM grade 2 
passages
-comprehension 
independent 1
-PAF Level 50

-fluency 69 
WCPM-grade 2 
passages
-comprehension 
independent gr.1
-PAF Level 88



Everyday Reading




